
Put your first step in the world of 'STEAM'. Explore all the 5 domains of 
'STEAM' and their applications for a aventurous future.

Understand one of the most interesting science concepts and put it to 
application - Levitation. Make sure to relate all your other physics 
concepts here as well.
Kit included - Bipolar Motor, Electromagnet, Pencil Levitation

Go mechanical! Ever dreamt of picking  mangoes from tall trees but felt 
it was out of reach? This session covers how to design, build and use 
your very own catapult. It’s time to slingshot your design into the air and 
get those mangoes! 
Kit included - Catapult Glider (Hunter)

If you ever need to do any heavy -duty lifting, the best way to do is by 
using crane. But have you ever wondered, how can just a moving liquid, 
in a pipe, can be enough to make a  machine as heavy as a crane work? 
Apply some engineering concepts by co-relating mathematics and 
science chapters and build your very own Hydraulic crane.
Kit included - Hydraulic Crane

SESSION 1

The Ice-breaker session 

SESSION 2 –4

Science Around us !

SESSION 5– 7

Design The Slingshot Catapult 

SESSION 8– 10

Lift that weight off the earth !
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The World of 'STEAM'



Let's combine all that we have learnt till now and build your very own 
Delta Wing glider. Remember you are on your path to become a creator.
Kit included - Delta Wing Glider

Learning mathematics well is an important component of a comprehen-
sive STEM program. There is more to mathematics, however, than being 
part of STEM. The mathematics that students will learn includes content 
and thinking that can be used as tools for tackling integrative STEM 
problem

Go solo with your creativity. Build your own plane or any machine and 
surprise us !

SESSION 11 – 13

Airlift

SESSION 14

Mathmagic

Final Assignment
SESSION 15
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